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Introductions

Anthony Diana
Partner, Reed Smith
Anthony is a litigation partner in the Records & E-Discovery and IP, Information &
Innovation groups. He focuses his practice on commercial litigation, internal and
regulatory investigations, electronic discovery and information governance, and data
privacy and security.
Anthony has counseled clients on policies and procedures designed to protect sensitive
information and comply with various laws and regulations throughout the world, from
storage, to transfer, to production to third-parties. Anthony has represented clients before
courts to ensure adequate protections are in place for this information, or to defend the
protections that the clients have implemented. Anthony also has conducted investigations
regarding data breaches and assisted in the remediation of the breaches.
Anthony holds a B.A.B.S. from the University of Pennsylvania and a J.D. from Columbia
Law School.
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Introductions

Jim McGann
Vice President, Marketing and Business Development, Index
Engines
Jim has extensive experience with the eDiscovery and Information Management in the
Fortune 2000 sector. Before joining Index Engines in 2004, he worked for leading software
firms, including Information Builders and the French based engineering software provider
Dassault Systemes.
In recent years he has worked for technology based start-ups that provided financial
services and information management solutions. Prior to Index Engines, Jim was
responsible for the business development of Scopeware at Mirror Worlds Technologies,
the knowledge management software firm founded by Dr. David Gelernter of Yale
University. Jim graduated from Villanova University with a degree in Mechanical
Engineering.
Jim is a frequent writer and speaker on the topics of big data, backup tape remediation,
electronic discovery and records management. Jim shares his thoughts on information
governance and data profiling in his blog www.PowerOverInformation.com.
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Introductions

Jake Frazier
Senior Managing Director, FTI Technology
Jake Frazier leads FTI Technology’s Information Governance &
Compliance practice. Jake assists corporations and governmental
organizations with IG&C initiatives. For example, Jake consulted with 3
Top 5 Global Financial Services firms to assess information governance
initiatives and corresponding cost and risk, focusing recommendations
on quick wins that further the clients’ objectives while demonstrating
demonstrable progress to critical stakeholders.
He participated as a faculty member of the Compliance Governance &
Oversight Council and as a member of the Sedona Conference. Jake
holds his Juris Doctor from the Arizona State College of Law, and his
Master of Business Administration from the University of Texas at
Dallas.
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Audience Poll #1

Q: Is your organization (or, if you are with a law
firm, are your clients) actively deleting data
today?
• Yes
• No
• Don’t know
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Audience Poll #2

Q: If yes, what is the main driver for your data
deletion program (select all that apply)?
• Industry regulations
• GDPR
• Cost-savings
• Data breach prevention
• Other
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Risks of Over-Retention
Practical Reality for Most Companies:
Balancing Competing Needs
Easy access to data for
business purposes &
regulatory responses

Protect data
against breaches
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Risks of Over-Retention: Litigation Liability
Unlike the Risk Landscape 10-15 Years Ago, Litigation Liability and
eDiscovery Costs Are Increasingly Viewed as Weighing in Favor of Better
Data Management and Against Over-Retention
Litigation Liability: Seemingly innocent comments, jokes, or candid opinions
expressed by non-legal personnel can be taken out of context or look unlawful in
hindsight, with significant consequences in later litigation
•

Oracle v. Google (N.D. Cal). Suit filed in 2010 relying on informal email discussions between engineers in the 2005-2007 time
frame, survived several appeals and again in trial, with the initial damage estimate almost doubled to $9.3 billion

•

DOJ v. Standard & Poor’s (C.D. Cal.). DOJ’s $5 Billion lawsuit filed in 2013 against Standard & Poor’s used documents from
2004 and 2007 to demonstrate executives criticizing investment-grade ratings and documenting deterioration in housing
markets before 2008 financial crisis; lawsuit settled for $1.4 Billion with lengthy stipulation reflecting damaging facts revealed
in “voluminous” discovery

E-Discovery Costs: When accounting for e-discovery costs across all legal matters, the
cost exposure for over-retention of email can exceed tens of millions of dollars
•

For a single case with 10 custodians who have 1 year of retained email, the overall e-discovery cost could range from
$75,000 to $450,000. For 6 years of data, the cost balloons to a range of $450,000 to $2,700,000, according to survey by
RAND Corp.
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Government Audit & Enforcement
FINRA, OCC, CFPB, SEC, Federal Reserve, FDIC, SEC Are All Actively Engaged
in Cybersecurity Supervision and Enforcement; Cybersecurity Supervision
Includes Not Just Identifying, Preventing or Remediating Threats, But Also
Identifying Data Risk, Managing Data Flows and Data Deletion
FINRA and SEC imposed fines for failure to effectively manage customer personal
information as part of larger investigation
•
•
•

E*Trade division fined $900K by FINRA for not doing enough to ensure data about customers’ trades were handled properly
and failing to protect customer privacy
Morgan Stanley fined $1mm by SEC for alleged failure to adopt written policies and procedures reasonably designed to
protect customer data, allowing employee to access and transfer data to personal server, which was hacked by third parties
FINRA 12 firms a total of $14.4 million for significant deficiencies relating to the preservation of broker-dealer and customer
records in a format that prevents alteration. FINRA found that at various times, and in most cases for prolonged periods, the
firms failed to maintain electronic records in ‘write once, read many,’ or WORM, format

State regulators are (and are expected to) taking on a more active role in regulating
cybersecurity controls at financial institutions. For example:
•
•

DFS recently proposed new rules on cybersecurity for covered financial institutions to establish cybersecurity programs; Focus
on information (not just information systems) and expressly calls out deletion of data no longer needed for business purposes
Expected to be the first of many similar regulations
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Audience Poll #3

Q: What data are you prioritizing for remediation
(select all that apply)?
• Email
• Messaging
• Back-up tapes
• File servers
• Legacy applications
• Other
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Data Pitfalls

56% 70% >50% 1/2
Information that is eligible
to be destroyed cannot be
readily separated from
legal holds at 56% of
organizations.

More information than
necessary is typically
retained due to how legal
holds are written or
applied at 70% of
organizations

68% over-preserve content/documents from ECM
53% from collaboration tools (SharePoint)
65% network files
56% desktop/laptop files
62% from backup tapes

More than half of organizations
over-preserve information
pursuant to a legal holds

Half of organizations overpreserve e-mails, IMs and
electronic
communications

61% 78%
61% of organizations do not
regularly delete eligible ESI
using standardized processes

Important/official ESI
cannot be located and
used when needed at 78%
of organizations

SOURCE: http://www.ironmountain.com/Knowledge-Center/Reference-Library/
View-by-Document-Type/White-Papers-Briefs/C/Compliance-Benchmark-Report.aspx
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5 Steps to Reducing Risk

Understanding What Exists
Data of Value
− Active and dark data (old reports and research data)
− Ensure it is available and accessible by those who need it

Aged/Redundant Data
− Data has outlived its business value
− Migrate to cheaper storage environment

Sensitive Data
− Email and files containing PII, PSTs, contracts, etc.
− Migrate to archive for long term preservation
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Focusing on Risks

Source: Information Economics Process Kit, CGOC
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Storage in Tiers
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Change in Deletion Risks: Amended FRCP
•

New FRCP Amendments protect against inadvertent deletion of legal hold
electronic data and deletion of electronic data as part of an overall
deletion program (See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1), 37(e))

•

New FRCP support proportionality in preservation (See Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(e)
Advisory Committee Notes)

•

New FRCP amendments do not protect against the failure to identify and
produce responsive data. Many cases where severe sanction cases were
imposed by the court, such as Qualcomm, involved the failure to identify
and produce data, not the failure to preserve data

•

More risk in not being able to locate responsive data than in deleting data
as part of program
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Data Disposal
The Longer Data is Retained Beyond its Required Retention Period, the Higher
the Data Security and Litigation Risk
■

Ideal: Set up systems and procedures that ensure automatic deletion/destruction of
all copies of electronic and hard copy records after they are no longer useful for
business purposes or required for legal compliance

■

Reality: organizations do not have enterprise class discovery & disposition
implemented.

■

Increasing audit and regulatory scrutiny for financial institutions relating to the overretention of information

■

Develop procedures for routine, repeatable and defensible disposal by record type,
data type and/or information repository/application
– Disposal decisions based on risk (legal, regulatory and operational)
– Rely on information in policies, record retention schedule and/or inventory of information
repositories/applications
– Documentation of decision-making process
– Disposal may be based on event (departing employee, decommissioning of system/application)
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Defensible Disposition
Predominant Behavior

Future State

Keep
Subject to
Legal Hold

Keep Everything
(& many copies)

Non Responsive
To regulatory /
Legal & no data
security issues

Has Business
Utility
Regulatory
Record Keeping

Dispose
In order to dispose of data, you have to:
Identify what must be retained / how long

Establish retention policies

Be able to enforce retention

Data management & disposal

Support legal requirements

Legal holds and data collection

Apply retention policies

Enterprise governance & rollout

Ability to Audit processes

Defend Governance Program

Audience Poll #4

Q: Have you been able to calculate an ROI or
other measurable benefit?
• Yes
• No
• Don’t know
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Measuring ROI
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ROT Analysis
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In Summary: Managing Information Risk
Risk Management vs. Records Management
■

Recent high-profile data breaches and revelations of U.S. surveillance activities
have led legislatures, regulators and organizations to take a closer look at
enterprise risk associated with information

■

Focus now is not on records or information management, but how an enterprise
manages the risks associated with data

■

Cross-functional team (including legal) is needed to properly manage enterprise
data risk

■

Identify and prioritize risks (Legal, Regulatory, Operational/Business, Security)

■

Make risk/cost-based decisions
– What business-lines have the most data risk?
– What geographic areas have the most data risk?
– What systems/repositories contain the most data risk?

■

Document decisions (Decisions may be contained in policies/procedures)
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Open Q&A

Information Governance Resources
Find information Governance
& compliance resources from
FTI Technology available on our website:
www.ftitechnology.com
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Information Governance Resources

Data Classification eBook
To download, please visit
www.indexengines.com
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